Exoglucomannan production by Antarctic yeast Sporobolomyces salmonicolor AL 1 is studied at semi-tech scale in a 5 L stirred tank bioreactor and the bioreaction kinetics is quantified. The organism's unconventional response to agitation is analyzed in terms of the agitation-induced mechanical stress. The yeast maximum production activity was observed at agitation rate 400 rpm and conserved or decreased at further increase in mixing intensity. Referring to the relationship of cell growth and aeration intensity, the various production activity, oxygen availability and cell growth are considered as a starting point to elucidate the possible reasons for the anomaly. At suspicion of shear detrimental effect on the yeast cells, the hydrodynamic stress acting on cell particles is determined and the microorganism morphology at low and high mixing intensity is examined. Biological stability is registered and the agitation effect is attributed to depressed metabolic activity at the evolving dissolved oxygen tension rather than to direct effect of hydrodynamics. A kinetic model is proposed. The specific growth rate (µ, h -1 ) and growth-associated (g EPS g -1 cells), and non-growth associated (g EPS g -1 cells h -1 ) production constants are determined and compared with reported estimates for similar reference EPS fermentations. The model and its parameters are determined in well-mixed cultures and could be upgraded further to account for mixing non-ideality and mass transfer in larger vessels.
Introduction
Cold-adapted yeasts are an important source of novel chemicals of commercial value 1 . Among these chemicals, the production of exopolysaccharides (EPS) has been emphasized 2 . The variety of EPS properties is proportional to the specificity of their molecules built up by various monomer sugars and in various structures 3 . Some EPS-producing systems have been introduced as industrially important 4 . Biotechnology for exoglucomannan production by cold-adapted Antarctic yeast aimed to improve the component balance of pharmaceutical cosmetics has been developed 5 . The bioproduct has been purified and examined as a component of cosmetic creams and the bioreaction has been put forward as practically important 2 . Considering knowledge on cold-adapted fermentations, a bioreactor optimal performance involving Antarctic strains and its analysis, in view of bioprocess extrapolation to a larger scale, is of interest to bioengineering.
Due to the specific origin of the cold-adapted cells, the engineering analysis is extended to cover the unconventional response of the microorganisms to operating conditions and its impact on the bioprocess kinetics. There is numerous evidence about the peculiar behavior of cold-adapted yeasts appearing as variable activity related to previous continuous adaption of the original species to the Antarctic environmental extremes 6 . Adaption to cold is often combined with adaption to other limiting conditions. Such adaptation has been termed as survival with low metabolic activity or as long period dormancy with or without reproduction accompanied doi: 10.15255/CABEQ.2015.2276
Original scientific paper Received: July 8, 2015 Accepted: December 5, 2016 by production of lipids, accumulation of anti-freeze proteins and synthesis of cold-adapted enzymes, tending at the extreme to reduced aerophylic properties and even to anaerobiosis 6 . For example of exoglucomannan production by Antarctic yeast, the specific behavior of cold-adapted Sporobolomyces salmonicolor AL 1 has shown a decrease in the specific production rate corresponding to an increase of agitation intensity 5 . Related to oxygen availability, cell morphology and metabolic activity, the fact has raised controversy about the effect of agitation upon yeast cell performance. This is because mixing intensity affects oxygen availability, but also increases the hydrodynamic stress that might cause changes in cell morphology or cell physiological responses with effect on cell metabolism 7 .
In spite of its importance, no comprehensive analysis of the specific cold-adapted cell response from the engineering viewpoint of bioprocess practical implementation has come to the authors' attention. Apart from cold-adapted microorganisms, the interaction between kinetic and mixing phenomena related to EPS production has been discussed in detail only by Galindo and coworkers 8, 9 . Along with the problem referring to possible effect of hydrodynamic stress on cell morphology, the authors usually relate shear stress with specific input power of agitation. They avoid reporting explicitly the rate of deformation. However, the specific input power acting on cells is a volumetric average estimate, while the impact on the microorganisms is related to the velocity gradients near the cell surface. Consequently, the effect of hydrodynamic stress on cell morphology may be masked by the volumetric variable. A more exact analytical approach, e.g. based on shear flow simulation, would be beneficial for the understanding of the effect of agitation.
Referring to the bioprocess kinetics, so far kinetic analyses of EPS-producing systems have been introduced by Garcia-Ochoa et al. 10 and Serrano-Carreon et al. 8 concerning xanthan gum production, by Peňa et al. 11 concerning production of alginate, and more recently by Cheng et al. 12 for pollulan, and Torres et al. 13 regarding fucose-containing EPS. A kinetic model was used by Zhang et al. 14 to study the synthetic characteristics of EPS. Except the study by Torres et al. 13 using a Monodtype equation, the authors employed the logistic model for biomass growth and the Luedeking-Piret model for biopolymer production. They all reported good predictability of the production time-course.
The aim of this paper is elucidation of the agitation-induced stress effect on exoglucomannan production by Antarctic yeast and evaluation of the bioprocess kinetics.
Experimental
The strain
The yeast strain Sporobolomyces salmonicolor AL 1 was isolated from Antarctic soil in the region of the Bulgarian base on Livingston Island. It has been identified and registered in the National Bank for Industrial Microorganisms and Cell Culture, Bulgaria, entry N 8290. The inoculum (10 % w/v) was obtained in 500-mL flasks containing 50 mL of Sabouraud medium (Merck, Germany). Batch fermentation for 96 h was carried out. High production of biologically active substances was obtained at 22 ºC and pH 5.3 coupled with aeration rate of 1 vvm. The apparent viscosity of the biofluid was measured by rheometer Rheotest 2 to approach 15 mPa s at 400 rpm, the value corresponding to experimental consistency coefficient K = 0.02 Pa s n and flow index n = 0.78 used in the calculations. Detailed descriptions of these measurements are reported elsewhere 5 .
Measurement of product and biomass concentrations, and morphology study
The experiments covered a range of impeller speeds between 100 and 600 rpm. The biomass was isolated from the culture medium by centrifugation at 5000 g. The supernatant was treated with 96 % ethanol to obtain the EPS. Details on the fermentation media and conditions have been reported in previous strain selection achievement experiments in flasks 15 . Morphology was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM was performed ex-situ by microscope Lyra Tescan at acceleration voltage 30 kV. In advance, the samples were fixed in 4 % solution of glutaraldehyde in 0.1 mol L -1 sodium cacodylate buffer (SCB) pH 7.2 for 24 h at 0-4 ºC. Following triple rinse (3 x 15 min) in SCB and post-fixation in 1 % OsO 4 in SCB for 1 h at 0-4 ºC, the samples were dehydrated in ascending ethanol series, mounted on supports and gold-coated in vacuum evaporator Edwards Sputer Coater S150A ready for SEM.
Bioreactor flow field analysis
The flow field was studied by simulation. The hydrodynamic stress in various parts of the vessel was determined from shear rate data. Computational flow modeling CFD of the dual impeller batch mixing vessel was employed to generate the shear field. The two-phase Euler-Euler model was used with and without enabling the volume fraction equation to simulate gas presence or absence [16] [17] [18] . Turbulence was described by the two-equation standard k-ε model coupled with the power law physical model of non-Newtonian flow for the fermentation media. For computational analysis, the commercial code Fluent (ANSYS FLUENT Release 13.0, AN-SYS, Inc., 2010) was employed. The finite-volume solution technique was based on grid of approx. 5 · 10 5 cells. Model validity was checked by matching predicted gas volume fraction and strain rates with experimental hold-up and shear rate data at similar rotational speed. The spatial distribution of the flow variables, e.g. fluid linear velocity and hydrodynamic shear stress in and out of gas presence, were determined. The hydrodynamic stress τ was determined by the power law equation of the non-Newtonian bio-fluid n K S t =  using strain rate
, as determined from the overall solution of the momentum conservation equation resolved by the fluid dynamic simulation code 16 . In these equations K, n, and V stand for fluid consistency coefficient, flow index, and fluid linear velocity, respectively, and x is the space coordinate. In the procedure, the culture fluid rheological constants, namely, K = 0.02 Pa s n , n = 0.78, were used.
Kinetic characterization
Unstructured model was proposed. Biomass growth was assumed to be represented by the logistic function 19 and the maximum specific growth rate μ m was determined by fitting experimental biomass data x with the integrated linear form of the VerhulstPearl equation resolved for autocatalytic reaction 20 :
The value of μ m was determined from this equation, as the slope of the line F(X) versus time.
In this equation, X is biomass concentration at any time during batch growth, and maximum specific growth rate μ m and maximum biomass concentration X m at the end of batch growth are kinetic constants, and X 0 stands for initial biomass concentration at inoculation.
A Luedeking-Piret equation 21 was proposed to describe product P formation and the growth-associated (g EPS g -1 cells) and non-growth associated (g EPS g -1 cells h -1 ) production yield of exoglucomannan have been accounted for by constants α and β, respectively:
From the condition d d X t = 0 corresponding to stationary growth, parameter β could be determined
Knowing β, a trial and error procedure over the production equation (3) matching the experimental data was used to determine the growth-associated kinetic constant α.
For the model equations (1) and (3) to be valid and the kinetic model constants to be evaluated, an invariable reaction mechanism relevant to sustainable cell morphology should be ensured.
Oxygen uptake rate measurement
Oxygen mass transfer analysis was carried out at reactive conditions. The value of OUR was determined by the unsteady stop-gassing measurement technique from the dissolved oxygen concentration depletion curve as (dO/dt) r following from the mass balance of dissolved oxygen with zero gas phase at gas flow interruption, and yeast respiration presence. The procedure of partial solution of the oxygen mass balance supported by the experimental program was followed as described by GarciaOchoa and Gomez
22
.
Results and discussion
Kinetics' agitation effects assessed by product concentration, cell growth, and DO Fig. 1 illustrates the maximum cell X m and product P m concentrations generated at low (100 rpm) and high (400-600 rpm) impeller speed. The aeration rate in all cases was maintained at the high optimum level of 1 vvm estimated previously to give stable production results 15 . Based also on previous runs 5 , the trend of cell concentration and EPS production decrease confirmed highest yields at moderate agitation, as well as conservation and decrease of cell activity at agitation rates exceeding 400 rpm. Fig. 2 shows the time-course of the yeast growth rate and confirms this effect. Fig. 3 compares the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration curves corresponding to various mixing intensities. The relevant yeast oxygen uptake rates (OUR) are indicated as a tabulated attachment. While the regime of low mixing intensity (100 rpm) is clearly not desirable because of insufficient oxygen supply to the cells, the other three regimes allow oxygen-unlimited growth. Yet, different respiration and oxygen uptake is registered and seen to decrease significantly with impeller speed. Oxygen availability is high but the dissolved oxygen at high mixing intensity is not consumed. The decreasing OURs corresponding to the ever increasing mixing intensity could be interpreted as yeast decreasing activity.
Were this agitation effect due to changes in morphology caused by the mixing-induced hydrodynamic stress or were it due to inherent specific metabolism of cold-adapted microorganisms, the flow field of agitation-induced hydrodynamic stress and the corresponding yeast morphology were examined as an answer to the quest.
Hydrodynamic stress and morphology data
The bioreactor flow field was simulated and the hydrodynamic shear rate ( S  ) corresponding to the regimes of low (100 rpm) and high mixing intensity (400 rpm) was assessed. Both the inner flow shear and the shear at solid-fluid interfaces, i.e. impeller blades and sparger pipe, were determined. The geometry of the bioreactor is shown in Fig.  4(a) , and the corresponding shear rate contour plots on the impeller blade and sparger walls are plotted in Fig. 4(b) . Yeasts propagate by budding and it has been shown that budding yeast cells can be damaged by mechanical stress resulting from agitation of the culture 7 . In view of the fact that shear rate of 1000 s -1 in the particular culture (i.e. K and n ) may impose shear stress exceeding 4 N m -2 , and that such force has been shown to present a potential risk to cell viability 7, 23 , the yeast morphology was examined.
The effect of shear stress on the biological immutability of Sporobolomyces salmonicolor AL 1 has been sought by changing agitation speed from low 120 rpm to optimum 400 rpm, corresponding to impeller shear stress rise from 4 N m -2 to 17 N m -2 . In both cases, morphology patterns were shot in two different points of growth, namely in the 8th (P1) and 24th (P2) hour of fermentation, corresponding to a sharp jump in oxygen consumption related to intensive cell division and growth of yeast cells, as seen in the DO profile in Fig. 3. Fig. 6 contains the results. It represents a summary of 20 scanned micrographs of the two mixing regimes, e.g. the one that was expected to produce well, and a pattern at low mixing intensity. For example, Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) correspond to the 8th and the 24th hour of fermentation at 120 rpm; alternatively Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) correspond to similar time at 400 rpm. The micrographs visualize the yeast cells with the teliospores (ts), the basidia (b), and the ballistospores (bs) indicated. Extracellular mass of polysaccharide is seen as amorphous sections marked by asterisks predominantly in the high-intensity mixing regime, where the bioreaction is rigorous and the product is accumulated. The cells in the early hour of fermentation (a) and (c) exhibit a slightly ridged middle surface that is smoothening in parallel to advanced fermentation as expected. The micrographs assigned to larger mixing speed showed homogeneous biomass of oval cells accumulating EPS, which conforms to the more uniform dispersion of oxygen and lack of DO limitation corresponding to this operational regime. Similar structures showing no break up or change in the development of morphology are seen in both mixing regimes at low and high mixing intensity. Apart from the appearance of the amorphous zones of the product EPS, no significant difference in the pattern occurred due to agitation rise or corresponding hydrodynamic stress in the problem areas of the impeller and the sparger. Since no evidence of the hydrodynamic stress effect is observed, and as oxygen availability is increasing with agitation rate accompanied by respiration decline, a change in the physiological response towards the increased dissolved oxygen tension leading to depressed activity is proposed to explain the bioreaction delay and decline at high rates of agitation. fluid Nevertheless, the results in Figs. 1-6 confirmed relevance of the mixing regime of moderate agitation as appropriate for exoglucomannan production and this regime was perceived for modeling.
Bioprocess kinetic parameters
The kinetic model (1)- (3) . Since X m = 4.8 g dm -3 , the specific growth rate μ is represented ). Differentiating the experimental EPS concentration data versus time, and interpolating using equation (2) Example model predictions and experimental bioreaction evolution data at 400 rpm corresponding to optimal performance and the experimental data at 500 and 600 rpm are compared in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). One could infer that the predictability of biomass and EPS concentrations in time are accurate enough to allow the use of the kinetic model for process simulation. Table 1 compares the values of the kinetic parameters obtained for simulation of the glucomannan fermentation of this study with kinetic data reported for other EPS-producing systems using similar models. As seen in Table 1 , the maximum specific growth rate obtained, namely, 0.056
, is comparable with the data describing biomass production in the bacterial xanthan gum and alginate bioprocess. Compared to the bioprocess for alginate, the higher α is in favor of the mechanism of EPS production during microbial growth. Comparing α and β, all cases show prevalence of growth-associated production; this case has been reported as frequent performance at operation without pH control 8 .
Conclusion
A bioprocess by cold-adapted Antarctic yeast Sporobolomyces salmonicolor AL 1 , reported as an important source of novel EPS, is examined and the effect of the agitation-induced hydrodynamic stress on the growth rate and EPS production rate is analyzed. Evidence is given to explain that the unconventional delay of bioreaction rate to agitation speed rise is not caused by changes in morphology. The adaptive mechanism of the yeast cells inherent from their Antarctic background supports a proposed explanation of the effect by physiological response accompanied by a decrease in metabolic activity at the evolving dissolved oxygen. A Luedeking-Piret kinetic model is proposed and the bioreaction kinetic constants corresponding to the regime of maximum activity of Sporobolomyces salmonicolor AL 1 for EPS production are determined. They conform to prevailing growth-associated EPS production. The model equations are developed in well-mixed cultures and could be upgraded further to account for mixing non-ideality and mass transfer in larger vessels. 
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